
MIGRATION AND TRANSFER OF SUBSCRIPTION CONTRACT  

This form is completed by the customer who takes over the subscription(s). Please, write in block letters. 

 

Name (of the remaining customer): ____________________________________________ 

Address: _________________________________________________________________ 

Zip code: _________________ City:____________________________________________ 

 

If you or your family member have registered two or more customer ID numbers with two or more subscriptions, 

and orders are delivered to the same address, you can combine subscriptions under a single customer ID number. 

Please fill in the information below so that we can make changes! 

  
I want to keep existing ID number with associated subscription: 

          

 

  

 

 
  
After changes are made customer will receive combined monthly invoice for all associated subscriptions, 
only single freight fee will be included.  
 
After subscription migration will be made, changes will be permanent and irreversible.  
 
The subscription period and terms will remain unchanged for all associated subscriptions.  
The agreed payment method associated with the ID number that you decided to keep, will remain unchanged. 
  
Please note that order date, due date and delivery date will be adjusted to match subscription associated with the 
ID number that you decided to keep.  
 
Please note that subscription combining may affect or will affect customers / partners Z4F structure and 
qualification.  
 
In order to successfully combine costumers’ subscriptions all associated subscriptions invoices must be paid within 
due dates.  
 
The subscription contract(s) is transferred to the remaining customer with the same conditions and requirements 

that applied for the customer who is withdrawing. Withdrawal customer is responsible for payment until the actual 

date of transfer and shall also inform his/her retailer about the change. Remaining customer then undertakes 

the full responsibility for the contract including remaining time on the subscription. The remaining 

customer has read and approved Zinzino´s general conditions for the current subscription.  

Zinzino reserves the right to refuse a subscription combination and migration. 

 
Send completed form to the following address: Zinzino AB Hulda Lindgrens gata 8 421 31 Västra Frölunda Sweden  
You can also scan the completed form and email it to info@zinzino.com or fax it to number +46 (0) 31 726 99 76  

If you have any questions regarding subscription migration please contact customer support +46 31-771 71 51 

 

 

With my signature, I confirm that I have read and agreed to the subscription migration and transfer 

terms, and that the information that I have provided in this form is true and correct.  

 
City and date: ___________________________________ 

Signature new customer: __________________________ Printed name: __________________________ 

Signature withdrawal customer: _____________________ Printed name: __________________________                    

Signature withdrawal customer: _____________________ Printed name: __________________________ 

          

          

          


